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Bi-component conformal electrode for
radiofrequency sequential ablation and
circumferential separation of large tumours in
solid organs: development and in-vitro
evaluation
Zhigang Wang*, Senior Member, IEEE, Hongyan Luo, Stuart Coleman, and Alfred Cuschieri*

Abstract— Objective: Complete destruction of large tumours
by radiofrequency ablation (RFA) with surrounding tumour-free
margin is difficult because of incomplete or non-uniform heating
due to both heat sink effect of circulating blood and limitations of
existing RF electrode design. A new RF electrode is described to
overcome this limitation. Methods: A bi-component conformal
(BCC) RFA probe providing sectorial sequential ablation
followed by circumferential cutting is designed and evaluated.
Three-dimensional finite-element analysis model was developed
with temperature feedback-controlled simulation of RFA for
electrode design and optimization. The prototype bipolar BCC
probe with 3 embedded thermocouples was constructed and
evaluated in tissue-mimicking phantoms. Results: Maximum
tissue temperature was kept < 100 ºC with power applied < 15 W.
A 10 min ablation time was used for each sequence and after four
sequential RFA, a large ablation zone of 55 cm3 was achieved.
Our experiment confirmed that lesions exceeding 3.7cm could be
ablated and separated from the surrounded tissue. Conclusion:
The new BCC probe is thus capable of controlled ablation
followed by circumferential separation of the lesions, when
required. Significance: The results of these experiments provide
proof of concept validation that the BCC probe has the potential
to ablate by sequential heating tumours in solid organs > 3.5cm
then separate them by electrosurgical cutting from the
surrounding normal parenchyma. The combined RF ablation
and physical separation could completely destroy the cancer cells
at the ablation site thus avoid any local recurrence of cancer. It
requires further in-vivo validation studies in large animals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

UMOUR ablation is defined as the destruction of focal
tumours by direct application of chemical agents or
thermal energy [1]. Although surgical resection is still
considered the gold standard treatment for primary disease,
image-guided thermal ablative therapies, including
radiofrequency ablation (RFA), interstitial microwave and
laser, and high-intensity focused ultrasound, are in established
use as adjuncts or as alternatives to surgical excision. RFA is
the most common in-situ ablative technology in current
clinical practice [2], which is mostly performed for primary
hepatocellular cancer (usually in cirrhotic patients) and
secondary liver tumours, from metastatic colorectal [3,4],
renal cell [5] and bronchial cancers[6].
In RFA, an electrode is placed in the tumour to deliver
radiofrequency current (normally in the 375 to 500 kHz range)
in order to generate heat, thereby inducing thermal coagulative
necrosis. The existing RFA electrodes and systems come in
various designs and configurations. The 17-gauge needle
electrode (Cool-tip RFA, Valleylab-Covidien, USA) is a FDA
approved monoploar RFA system for ablation of non
resectable liver tumours with an active tip of 2 - 3 cm [7]. It
can be configured as a cluster of three needles. Other
monopolar RFA systems use a mother probe which carries and
deploys an array of electrodes exemplified by the RITA needle
(RITA Medical System, Inc., USA) [8] or umbrella-shaped
array such as the LeVeen electrode [9, 10] from Boston
Scientific (www.bostonscientific.com). Tissue impedance
and/or in-situ temperature measurement are used to provide
feedback to control RF energy output. Bipolar RFA systems
are based on twin electrodes at the tip of RFA needle, e.g.,
Celon Pro Surge applicator (Celon AG Medical Instruments,
Teltow, Germany) [11]. Multipolar RFA electrode systems
have also been proposed consisting of multiple single needle
electrodes [12]. RFA can be applied percutaneously with
image guidance by CT, MRI or external ultrasound; or
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laparoscopically with visual guidance and laparoscopic
contact ultrasound scanning.
All these existing RFA technologies suffer various
limitations, which may result in incomplete destruction of
tumours. These relate to accuracy of image guidance (e.g.,
accuracy of probe placement by current ultrasound guidance),
and effective
technology for in situ ablation
which
overcomes the heat sink effect of flowing blood in
neighbouring blood vessels, and charring of the RFA
probe[13]. Charring becomes a major problem during ablation
of large tumour as the carbonisation prevents current flow
from the probe to the tumour tissue. Local recurrence of
cancer at the ablation site is reported in 20% of cases,
particularly for lesions exceeding 3.0 cm [14]. The present
study aimed to develop a new RFA device which reduces
electrode charring by more uniform heating and applies
sequential heating in order to achieve large and complete
ablation with adequate tumour free margins. The device
utilizes an electrode which conforms to the size of the target
lesion and avoids collateral damage to surrounding healthy
tissue. When required, the ablated tumour can be also
separated from the surrounding tissue by electrosurgical
cutting thus provide complete destruction of the whole ablated
cancer. This report describes our proof-of-concept RFA
technology development and evaluation.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
A. RFA Electrode Probe with Sequential Heating Concept
The BCC probe for RFA electrode was designed and
constructed in house. Figure 1 illustrates the BCC probe
design (Fig. 1a-c) and proposed RF heating concept for both
ablation (Fig. 1d) and separation by electrosurgical cutting
(Fig. 1e). The BCC probe has two component electrodes, one
of which can be extended in a loop (Fig. 1b-c) from the centre
to periphery of the lesion. This permits bipolar RFA for
localised heating of the tissue between the two electrodes, i.e.,
current flows from the deployable loop electrode to the
central, fixed electrode.
Multiple deployable electrodes could be arranged in various
configurations, such as a symmetric configuration consisting
of two deployable electrodes, however the current version
outlined in Fig 1 is designed for large volumetric ablation
using a single deployable loop electrode configuration. When
in use, the BCC probe is first inserted into the centre of the
tumour mass with the loop electrode retracted (Fig. 1a). In the
1st sequence (S1), the loop electrode is deployed (assisted by
electrosurgical cutting) until it reaches the peripheral margin
of the tumour. Bipolar RFA is then performed to ablate a
quadrant of an ellipsoid tumour volume (Fig. 1d). The loop
electrode is then retracted back to the closed position and
rotated by 90°to next (i.e. 2nd) position. Again, the loop
electrode is deployed to the periphery and RF ablation is
performed (S2). Four sequences (S1 – S4) are illustrated for
four quadrant ablation of an ellipsoid tumour (Fig. 1d).
Finally, when considered necessary, an additional sequence
(S5) for RF-assisted perimeter cutting circumferentially
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incises the margin around the tumour, separating it from the
surrounding healthy parenchyma (Fig. 1e).

Fig. 1. RFA electrode probe and proposed RFA heating concept: (a-b) 3D
CAD drawing showing probe design with the limb electrode retracted (a) and
extruded and deployed (b); (c) a photograph of the constructed probe
prototype, (d) illustration of a sectional view (from top at probe distal point)
of the proposed RF ablated area with four sequences (S1-S4) with 90 degree
probe rotation between each sequence, (e) with additional sequence (S5) for
RF perimeter cutting to excise and separate the ablated zone from the
surrounding healthy tissues.

B. 3D FEM Modelling
Although other numerical methods, such as finite difference
model [15] or radial basis collocation method [16], have been
used in RFA simulation, finite element method (FEM) has
been the most widely used and accepted method. FEM
modelling was used to analyses radiofrequency cancer
ablation [17] by solving RF Joule (resistive) heating and
Penne’s bio-heat equation [18]. FEM modelling was further
used to study the influence of blood vessel on the thermal
lesion formation (the heat sink effects) during RFA [19] and
the influence of other parameters such as water evaporation
[20] and tissue conductivities with efficient RFA experiment
design [21, 22]. In this study, an anatomical 3D FEM model
was used for RFA simulation. In brief, an explanted Thielembalmed cadaveric liver (IRIS L-Liver-FEB-2011) was
scanned using an MRI scanner (Fig.2a), and subsequently the
2D MRI sliced images were segmented (Fig.2b), smoothed
and converted into a 3D (Fig.2c) Computer Aided Design
(CAD) liver model (using ScanIP+FE_CAD, Simple ware Ltd,
UK). A CAD package (Solidworks) was used to combine the
3D liver geometry with the BCC probe model at a pre-planned
deployment position.
A FEM package (COMSOL Multiphysics, UK) was used to
simulate and predict the tissue ablation zone within the organ
(Fig. 2d). In particular, Penne’s equation [18] below was used
to simulate heat distribution in tissues.
+∇∙ − ∇

=

−

+

+

(1)

where ρ indicates tissue density in (kgm-3), C indicates
specific heat capacity of tissue at constant pressure (Jkg-1K-1),
k indicates thermal conductivity (Wm-1K-1), T is temperature
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(K), ρb indicates density of blood (kgm-3), Cb indicates specific
heat of blood (Jkg-1K-1), ωb indicates blood perfusion (=6.4e-3
1/s) and Tb indicates temperature of blood (K). Term Qmet
indicates contribution of heat due to tissue metabolic activities
which in this case is significantly smaller than the RF heat
source thus set to 0 in the model, and Qext indicates heat source
due to external RF spatial heating source (Wm-3). All the
properties can be found from literature [23]. The ablation zone
was estimated using an iso-thermal plot for a tissue
temperature of 50°C and above [15, 21] since heating of tissue
at 50°C and above will produce irreversible cellular damage
and result in ablation [24, 25].

Fig. 2. Illustrations of an anatomic 3D FEM modelling: (a) One MRI slice of
an explanted Thiel-embalmed cadaveric liver, (b) segmentation of the MRI
sliced images, (c) converted into a 3D CAD liver model, and (d) Combination
of the 3D liver model with an extruded RF electrode probe in FEM RFA
simulation, probe design optimisation and validation.

FEM simulation was also used for the design of the RF
electrode probe, its optimisation and validation. Thus, FEM
simulation of thermal distribution was used to minimize hot
spots for uniform ablation, determine the appropriate
thermocouple integrated locations. Specifically for bipolar
cutting, it was desirable to make the surface area of the loop
electrode small compared to the central electrode; this
combination ensures that the deployable electrode would heat
rapidly and to a higher temperature than the central one.
Furthermore, the outer electrode had to be scaled so that it was
sufficiently flexible to be deployed but also large enough to be
sufficiently strong and rigid to cut tissue.
C. Temperature-Controlled RFA in FEM Modelling
In the RFA FEM modelling, we aimed to keep maximal
tissue temperature (Tmax) below 100 °C to avoid tissue
carbonization. Hence, the control target temperature Tct was
set at 90 °C, although other values below 100 °C may be used
as long as Tmax was kept below 100 °C. Algorithms (outlined
below) were used to control RF output voltage V within a preprescribed ablation volume or treatment time tpt:

3

v = v 0 + w1 ( Tct − Tmax ) if Tmax <= Tct

(2a)

v = v 0 + w 2 (Tct − Tmax ) if Tmax > Tct

(2b)

or

where v0 is the initial applied RF voltage, w1 is voltage
increase scale factor and w2 is voltage decrease scale factor.
For this simulation, we used following values: v0 =30 V, w1
=0.2, w2 =5, and Tct = 90 °C. ). If Tmax was smaller than Tct (=
90 °C), then the equation (2a) was used to calculate the value
of the applied voltage which will increase slowly (scale factor
w1 =0.2) from its original value v0 (=30 V). If Tmax was larger
than Tct (= 90 °C), then the equation (2b) was used to calculate
the value of the applied voltage which will decrease quickly
(scale factor w2 =5) from its original value v0 (=30 V). This
would ensure the ultimate maximal tissue temperature will
never exceed 100 °C.
The generated RF power density (Wm-3) can be obtained
from Qext = J·E where J is the current density (Am-2) and E is
the electric field (Vm-1). The values of these two vectors are
derived from solving Laplace’s equation below
∇∙ ∇ =0
(3)
where σ stands for electrical conductivity of tissue (Sm-1)
and V is the applied voltage (V). In our modelling, we used
temperature-dependent σ [26] with initial σ = 0.148 (Sm-1) for
liver tissue at 500 kHz and body temperature 37 °C [27].
D. RFA Evaluation Using Infrared Thermal Camera for
Temperature Monitoring
Infrared (IR) thermographic imaging was previously
reported by our group [28] to monitor the thermal spread
causing collateral damage during energised dissections in
laparoscopic and open operations. Hsiao et al [29] used IR
imaging to determine the tissue temperature, lesion formation
and overheating during high-intensity focused ultrasound
(HIFU) thermal tissue ablation. Although IR imaging is more
reliable for surface temperature mapping due to its penetration
limit, we believe that it can provide important thermal
information during RFA ablation, especially when combined
with monitoring by in-situ thermocouples.
Throughout the development of the BCC probe and its
evaluation, an IR thermal camera (JADE, Cedip Infrared
Systems Ltd, France) was used to monitor the heating by the
probes and its distribution, estimate the ablation zone and
identify hot spots or thermal leaks.
E. Electrode Prototype with Integrated Thermocouples
The final bipolar prototype (Fig. 3) with three integrated
thermocouples has an outside diameter of 3mm and designed
to ablate and resect a lesion with a range of sizes, up to a
maximum lesion diameter of around 3.7 cm.
The device has two electrodes (Fig. 3a-b); the central
electrode is made from stainless steel and has dimensions of
Ø3x22mm. It is connected to a high-temperature resistant
wire which runs inside the instrument to its proximal end, and
to insulating polymer components. The deployable loop
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electrode is made of nickel-titanium alloy wire with Ø 0.5mm.
The wire is formed into an approximately semi-circular shape
by heat-treatment. When retracted this wire will lie alongside
the central electrode, but when deployed, it will return to its
set shape due to the super-elastic effect. This effect allows the
wire to undergo large strains during deployment without
sustaining metal fatigue, thus a relatively large and stiff
electrode can be deformed into a range of shapes. The heat
treatment of the loop electrode has been selected to ensure that
it remains super-elastic when heated during ablation.
A 30% glass-fibre filled PEEK (Fig. 3a) was used to
produce insulating components due to its high strength and
rigidity and good high-temperature performance. The devices
shaft and point are made of stainless steel. Thermocouples are
integrated into the prototype at key locations (Fig. 3b,c) to
allow temperature monitoring during use. The instrument shaft
is approximately 200mm long (Fig. 3d). The handle allows
for controlled deployment of the loop electrode and allows
electrical connections to be plugged in.

4
study: TC0 on inside edge of the extruded limb electrode for
recording temperature to ensure ablation up to perimeter; TC1
located on central electrode, recording maximal temperature
for control of RF generator, keeping temperature below 100
°C; and TC2 located at outer edge of the extruded limb
electrode, monitoring temperature spread to the surrounding
healthy tissue.
Due to its high electrical conductivity, a Thiel-embalmed
liver was not suitable for experimental evaluation of RFA
[30]. Additionally, a condition of the funding was that animal
tissue should not be used for experimentation. Therefore,
tissue-mimicking gel was produced to provide a tissue
phantom for experimentation [31]. The materials used to
fabricate this gel included polyacrylamide mixed with bovine
serum albumin (BSA), a protein used as a temperaturesensitive indicator [32].
A commercial electrosurgical RF generator (DRE ASG300, DREMED, 1800 Williamson Court, Louisville, USA)
was used for all experimental evaluation. The generator has
the capability of delivering 120 W up to 1000 Ω when used in
pinpoint coagulation monopolar operation and 40 W up to 500
Ω for bipolar mode at a frequency of 490 kHz ± 5 kHz.
However, there is no temperature feedback control in this
generator, and all the controls were done manually by hand
switch off/on the generator depended on separate PC’s
temperature recording monitored visually by the authors.

III. RESULTS

Fig. 3. Final electrode prototype for RFA evaluation using phantoms: (a)
Sectional view of distal end of the prototype in CAD drawing with the
deployable NiTi electrode in its extended position, and photographs showing
the constructed prototype with thermocouples highlighted (b,c) and the whole
prototype with the external handle (d).

F. Experimental Evaluation
In experimental evaluation, three small thermocouple
sensors (TC0, TC1, TC2) were attached to the probe shaft at
locations determined previously by the FEM simulation

A. FEM Simulation Demonstrated Sequential RFA Resulting
in Large Ablation Zone
Figure 4 shows RFA simulation results from a bipolar
electrode probe. Figure 4(a-d) are various plots for one
ablation sequence. Figure 4(a) demonstrates our temperaturecontrolled FEM simulation (maximal temperature kept below
100 ⁰C) with variable applied voltage for 10 min (one RFA
sequence). Figure 4(b) plots the corresponding applied RF
power (from 15.5 to 5.5 W with a mean of 6.9 W) and the
temperature-dependent liver resistance (from about 101 to 77
Ω with a mean of 81 Ω). A slice plot in Fig. 4(c) shows the
temperature distribution and a 3D iso-thermal surface plot in
Fig. 4(d) illustrates a RFA zone with temperature ≥ 50 ºC.
Figure 4(e1-4) illustrate 4 RFA activated sequences with three
90 degree rotations of the probe shaft. After 4 sequences, an
ellipsoid RF ablation zone (temperature ≥ 50 ºC) of 4.7cm
diameter (volume of 54.8 cm3) is produced (Fig. 4f). The
treatment margin is well defined as the locus described by the
extended loop limb electrode. This was a simplified FEM
model since in-vivo the liver is a very complex electrical and
thermal organ due to its inhomogeneity and three different
types of blood vessels of different diameters and flow
velocities. FEM models used to study the influence of blood
vessel can be found from literature such as [19]. We also
realize that FEM modelling has its accuracy limitation in mesh
size selection. The mesh used in our model was finer at
electrodes (minimum of 0.01 mm) and was normal for other
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locations with total number of elements around 80,000. A
further mesh refinement study would provide more accurate
results.

Fig. 4. RFA FEM simulation using an anatomic 3D liver model (details in
Fig. 2): (a) Temperature-controlled applied voltage in one sequence, (b)
Temperature-dependent liver electrical resistance and applied power, (c)
temperature slice plot and (d) iso-thermal surface plot in one sequence; (e1-4f)
Four sequential RFA with 90 degree probe (axial) shaft rotation each to
achieve a ellipsoid ablation zone (f) for final BCC bipolar electrode. The
extended limb electrode can be extruded conformably to the tumour periphery
(under image guidance).

B. RFA Evaluation using Tissue Mimicking Gel Phantom
Figure 5 are IR thermographic imaging study used for
electrode probe development and RFA evaluation using a gel
phantom at room temperature. The probes were inserted into
the gel phantom at depth of 5mm from the top imaging
surface. Fig. 5(a) shows faulty thermal insulation at the probe
shaft in one early prototype (10 W, 30 sec) which could cause
injury to surrounding healthy tissue. Altered prototype
construction eliminated this problem, and Fig. 5(b)
demonstrates that thermal distribution at 10 W & 10 min was
confined into the intended area between the two electrodes.
However, there was a slightly hot spot outside the target
ablation area (Fig. 5b), and this was monitored by two
thermocouples (Fig. 3, TC0, TC2) for safety. Fig. 5(c)
demonstrates a monopolar application (10 W and 1 min) to the
extended loop electrode to generate higher temperature

5
(around or >100 ºC) in order to facilitate circumferential
excision/separation of the ablated tissue from surrounding
healthy tissue. We realized that temperature measured by IR
imaging in our setup (i.e., electrodes inserted and located 5
mm depth from the measuring surface of the gel phantom) was
lower than that from in-situ temperature, we found that there
was about 15 ºC difference by comparing an in-situ
thermocouple measurement.

Fig. 5. RFA thermal distribution study using tissue mimicking gel phantom
and IR thermal camera with applied 10 W: (a) RFA at 30 sec demonstrated a
fault in shaft thermal insulation in one early electrode prototype, (b) RFA at
10 min demonstrated RFA zone at intended area, (c) RFA with higher
temperature at 1 min using monopolar application (electrosurgical cutting) for
facilitating separation of the ablated tissue from surrounding tissue.

The final prototype probe was inserted into a gel phantom
for sequential RFA evaluation (Fig. 6). The ablated gel turns
from transparent to ivory white at a coagulation temperature >
50 ºC (Fig. 6a-c). This is in agreement with the in-situ
temperature monitoring during RFA (Fig. 6d). A planned RFA
sequence was completed when the margin was heated > 50 ºC
as monitored by thermocouple TC0 while maintaining Tmax <
100 ºC from monitored by thermocouple TC1, whist
temperature of surrounding healthy tissue monitored by TC2
remained < 45 ºC. Following rotation of probe sequential
RFA in four sequences, each lasting 10 min, and an ellipsoid
RF ablation zone was created. This could be separated by
circumferential cutting from the surrounding normal zone
(Fig. 6c). The ablated and separated volume measured 4.3 cm
axially and 3.7 radially, corresponding to the deployed loop
electrode dimensions.
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relatively high power. This is under further investigation in
on-going experiments on RF power and waveform, and RF
multipolar configuration.
There are some potential challenges with deploying the
conformal electrode portion into harder tissues such as unable
to extend the conformal electrode and/or deployed in a
deformed loop shape which would result in inaccurate ablation
zone. The Cut mode mentioned above could be used to
facilitate the deployment although a smaller power would be
preferred in order to reduce electrode carbonization. The
super-elastic material used in the loop electrode of our final
prototype (described in section E of II) provided us the
required electrode loop shape with relatively large stiffness, in
particular under electrosurgical current heating due to its heat
treatment in shape memory alloy. In the future, other sharp
geometrical structure such as including a razor blade at the
loop electrode could be designed to mechanically cut through
the tissue for deployment and excision. Also, in order to avoid
any carbonization, other electrosurgical power mode could be
investigated, e.g., the blend mode which is a combination of
cutting and hemostasis and with a range of settings for
different cutting effect.

Fig. 6. RFA evaluation using tissue mimicking gel phantom: photographs
showing (a) an early state of 1st sequence RFA with some coagulated gel
turning into ivory white, (b) near the end of 1st sequence with coagulated gel
spread the whole intended area, (c) at the end of RFA evaluation after 4
rotational sequences and additional cutting sequence, an ablated and separated
volume measured > 3.7cm diameter, (d) real-time temperature recording of
the 4 RFA sequences with RF power output changes.

C. Evaluation of RF‐assisted Perimeter Excision Using
Potato Phantom
Although our gel phantom evaluation results have
demonstrated both RF ablation and excision by the BCC probe
(Fig. 6), we realize that this gel phantom though accurate in
RF heating, is not a suitable medium for studying the excision
of the ablated tissue. For this, a much harder natural material
(potato) model was used in the present study. To excise the
hard potato tissue, the Cut mode of the electrosurgical
generator was used for the Bi-component electrode, i.e., the
extended electrode functions as the cut electrode while the
axial electrode as the ‘conventional’ return electrode. This was
achieved due to the generator’s Cut I mode which generates
constant output power over a wide range of impedances (e.g.,
it can deliver 150 W up to 2250 Ω). Several experiments on
potatoes demonstrated that electrosurgical cutting could be
adapted and used with the BCC probe. Photographs in Fig. 7
showed the excised potato volume achieved with the BCC
probe using 100 W in Cut I mode (the generator can deliver
100 W constant for a wider load up to 3000 Ω).
The amount and site of carbonisation observed with the BCC
probe during RF potato cutting was quite variable and
depended on factors including RF power settings, cut speed,
and temperature of the material. The best results were
achieved when cutting was carried out rapidly and with

Fig. 7. Photographs showing fresh potato models used for RF-assisted cutting
evaluation of our electrode probe: all testing was successful with RF cut and
separated ellipsoid potato volume the same as the planned and deployed
electrode perimeter cutting geometry.

IV. CONCLUSION
Complete destruction of large tumours by radiofrequency
ablation (RFA) is difficult because of incomplete or nonuniform heating due to both heat sink effect of circulating
blood and limitations of existing RF electrode design. The
results of these experiments provide proof of concept
validation that the BCC probe has the potential to ablate by
sequential heating tumours in solid organs > 3.5cm and then
separate them by electrosurgical cutting from the surrounding
normal parenchyma. The physical separation could further
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destroy any remaining viable cancer cells at the ablation site
thus avoid any local recurrence of cancer. However, there are
limitations in the present study by our simplified tissue models
both in FEM modeling and ex-vivo evaluation. An ex-vivo
animal organ model with simulated blood perfusion using an
already in-house heart-lung machine (Jostra HL30, MAQUET,
Germany) is our immediate follow-on study. However, it
requires further in-vivo validation studies in large animals and
will require future work using an automated control system.
The system could include a dedicated microprocessor-based
circuitry for output of any RF waveforms and sequences and
an RF power amplifier for RF electrode in tissue ablation and
cutting, real-time electrode-tissue impedance and monitoring
real-time ablation temperature from in-situ thermocouples.
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